Book Review Tip Sheet

To Get You Started:

About the Author

- Dictionary of Literary Biography – Ref PS 129 .D52x (Located on West wall 7TH floor)

Book Reviews

- Book Review Digest - Ref Z 1219 .C95 (2nd Floor Reference)
- Book Review Index - Ref Z 1035 .A1 B6 (2nd Floor Reference)
- New York Times Book Reviews - Every Sunday (2nd Floor Current Newspapers and Microfilm)
- Books of the Century - Ref Z 1003.2 .C46 1998 (2nd Floor Reference)

Criticism

- 19th Century Literary Criticism – Ref PN 761 .N5 (Located on North wall 7th floor)
- 20th Century Literary Criticism – Ref PN 94 .T83 (Located on North wall 7th floor)
- Drama Criticism – Ref PN 1601 .D59 (6th Floor Reference)
- Masterplots – Ref PN 44 .M32 (Located Behind the Reference Desk on the 6th Floor)
- Short Story Criticism – Ref PN 3373 .S386 (6th Floor Reference)
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